ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS.
XI.- On Hybridization amongst Vegetables. By the Hon. and
Very Rev. William Herbert, LL.D., F.H.S., Dean of Manchester. Part the Second.
(Communicated Oct., 1846.)
I have mentioned that different species of Zephyranthes did
not intermix willingly, but seedlings of Z. tubispatha by Z.
carinata flowered at Spofforth, which produced no seed, and have
been lost since. One was raised from Z. sessilis var. Guatima
lensis by carinata, which has borne seed and fertilized var. vere
cunda. The dust of H. concolor and other species of Zephyr
anthes and Habranthus, and of Sprekelia formosissima and cm

nabarina, has been very frequently applied to Hippeastrum, but
always in vain. Hippeastrum, however, both here and in Ame
rica, has willingly produced seedlings by the curious plant
figured as Sprekelia cybister, and supposed by me to form a

second section of Sprekelia, differing in the relative length of its
several stamens and in the Hippeastrum-like breadth of its
leaves. Professor Lindley was therefore right in looking upon
it as an anomalous Hippeastrum; and I think it gives reason to
believe that Sprekelia is rather a very strongly marked section
of Hippeastrum approximating to H. aulicum than a genus
originally distinct; in which case the question would be yet
open, whether, under very favourable circumstances, a cross
might not be still obtained, for no Sprekelia seems willing to
bear seed in our climate and under our cultivation.
The genus Crinum goes round the belt of the world not exceeding a certain distance from the equator. A portion of it
was originally included in the genus Amaryllis, being supposed
to conform with the Belladonna lily, on which it was founded.
The greater part of that portibn breed as willingly with those
within the old Linnœan limitation of Crinum as with each
other; but those from the west coast of Africa (although one of
them, C. spectabile, is naturalized in Brazil) usually fall to breed
with any other species. One of them, however, C. Broussonet
ianum, comes so near to the East Indian species, that Mr. Ker
united it with them as a variety under the name Amaryllis
ornata. I raised after repeated failures one seedling from C.
Capense by pollen of C. spectabile, as I believe, but I lost the
plant when two years old, before I could feel certain of its cor
rectness. Here is one of the unintelligible freaks of nature;
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that is to say, one of the departures from analogy in the disposi
tions of the Aliwise, of which I at least cannot fathom either
the cause or the mode.
The genus Crocus, with great uniformity of aspect, branches
into an infinity of species and local varieties, being found in
peculiar situations and soil, but with greater similarity of habits
and constitution than Crinum; and it might have been supposed
that, when brought into cultivation, their seminal produce would
become confounded. On the contrary, I have tried in vain for
years to obtain any cross; I have not one as yet on which I
depend; and, if I have any, not above three or four such bulbe,
and about as many seeds. The cross-impregnation seldom pro
duced a pod, and, if it did, the seed was usually shrivelled and
bad. Look at the geological map of Bory St. Vincent. Half
the island of Milo consists of igneous rock, half of marble and
schist. On the schist he found C. loevigatus. The same schist
appears in Thermia; C. loevigatus is there. I know that it
passes thence to Hymettus and to the neighbourhood of the
quarantine station at Zeitun. I doubt not that a like calca
reous formation will be found there. But why does C. lmvigatus
jump from the summit of Milo to the summit of Thermia, and
thence by Hymettus to Zeitun, without touching the hills of
Epidaurus or Nauplia, or any part of the Morma, as far as it has
been searched? I believe because the soil, subsoil, and climate,
in which it grows, have forced Crocus to take that form and
aspect which botanists call C. loevigatus, not that it has a
predilection for such, for experience leads me to think that few
local bulbe or even plants prefer their native soil, though they
are found in it because they can endure it, while the rivals,
which would otherwise oppress them, cannot thrive vigorously
in it. Many such are found to perish if potted or cultivated in
their native soil removed to another situation, finding either an
injurious increase or diminution of moisture in the new position,
which makes a different soil expedient for them there. Griflinia
grows in mountain woods in very strong loam; it will scarcely
live in such soil in our stoves, where it seems to like sandy peat.
Ismene Amancaes grows in Bolivia in loam strong enough to
break an iron crow; here it must be cultivated in pure white
sand. I find such European Orchidem and Croci as grow in
chalky or calcareous stuff, very much disposed to canker and die
if potted in the like, while the fresh tubers and corms of almost
every kind turn out well from a yellowish crumbling loam of
moderate tenacity. No Crocus grows naturally in alluvial soil,
probably because other plants would there smother it; but
many, if not all, delight in it in a sufficiently dry situation, when
cultivated. Different soils, therefore, suit the same vegetable
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under different circumstances, because in different positions they
will have to contend with other difficulties and other rivals for
the occupation of the soil. I consider a due quantity of moisture,
without excess or deficiency, to be the main requisite to every
plant which has peculiar local affections, premising that it must
have space, unincumbered by stronger rivals that would over
I have found a blue
power it, and a suitable temperature.
Statice growing aloft in solid stone at the back of Portland island,
and elsewhere on the brink of a runnel in a saltmarsh; I have
found Gentians, verna on the firm turfy brow of the St. Gothard,
and in the flooded marshes at the head of the lake of Thun.
The clouds and the sea-spray and fog furnished in the high posi
tion that incessant moisture which those plants demanded, and
which the rival grasses found to be superabundant for their use
and injurious to their vigorous growth.
To return to C. loevigatus: one of two views must be adopted,
either that schist, in a position where it receives a certain degree
of moisture under a certain temperature, is essential to enable a
variation of the genus Crocus which originated in such a posi
tion to reproduce and maintain itself against all intrusion, or
that the like data tend to produce a similar variation in different
insulated spots; but it is not easy to suggest a satisfkctory reason
why such an indisposition to intermix should exist in a genus
which branches into so many local species with so much general
conformity both of habit and aspect. It has sometimes occurred
to me, that the variations produced by circumstances of poverty,
where the plant exists by superior powers of endurance, become
more fixed than those which arise from luxuriance. Crocus
seems to me to live in a state of constant mountain warfare,
avoiding the presence of powerful rivals; Narcissi shoot both
early and vigorously, and usually domineer over the grasses, &c.,
in the position they choose. The attempt to cross Crocus vernus
with other species led to some interesting observations. Plants
thereof were taken up and potted at the flowering season for
that purpose. I found that no excision, however deep, of a
flower that had expanded itself, and of which the pollen was set
free before it was taken up, could prevent the underground
germen within the sheaths of the plant from perfecting its seed
in due time. The fertilization had taken place and could not be
arrested. On the other hand, no application of its own pollen
would fertilize a flower after the transplantation; the check
received prevented the fertilization; prevented, as I believe, the
plant from supplying that which the pollen required to enable it
to elongate its tubes. But a further remarkable circumstance
was observed. The roots so potted were plunged in a sand-bed,
that they might be ready for the next year's operation without
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transplantation; but two seasons succeeded, and those roots produced no flower. A small bulb of a variety of C. vernus from
the Splugen had been also potted two years, and did not flower.
It was planted out, and no longer failed. What does this imply?
I suspect that the relative cold and moisture of the crown and
the base or fibres of a plant is an important point which culti
vators have overlooked, and which may be one of the agents by
which local variations have been produced. (J. vernus on the
Alps, at an elevation of ,5000 feet, frequently flowers by piercing
the yet unmelted remnant of snow. In that position its head is
wet and very cold, while its tail descends to the warmer and
drier stone. In a pot at my window the vernal sun warms its
head, while the pot detains the wet round its fibres and the
evaporation from the pot chills them. The relative circumstances
are therefore reversed. When I find that Crocus vernus does
not descend below 5000 feet on the mountains of the South of
Italy, and that its near kin C. Imperatonius flourishes there be
tween 2000 and 8000 feet above the sea, I cannot avoid sus
pecting that the variation was worked in times by-gone by the
difference of position, and I ask myself whether the diffèrent
relative moisture and warmth of the two extremities of the plants,
and not the mere difference of soil and temperature, caused their
diversity, and now prevent their juices from co-operating for
mutual fertilization.
I will now turn to the genus Colchicum, not because I have
raised crosses therein, which I have not tried, but because it well
exemplifies the confusion of ideas that exists on this subject
Colchicum
amongst botanists, both as to facts and theory.
with great general similarity varies infinitely not only in different
localities, but even in the proportions of the several flowers
of the same plant. The natural consequence is, that many
species have been described, insufficiently defined and not easily
determined, to which my own collections can make a considerable
addition. A strong feature of difference is size; the bulb or
corm of some being large, and the leaves wide and a foot long,
while in others the bulb is small, and in one species the leaves
almost filiform. Consequently, in R. and Sch. Syst. we find
very long dissertations on the question of the identity or differ
ence of several species of this genus, and Professor Bertoloni
(Amoen.) refers a lot of them, great and small, to Colchicum
autumnale, saying the difference is in proportion of parts, the

* I with to take this
opiortunity of doing justice to my scientific friend,
Dr. Brown, having stated incorrectly, Ainar. Pr. Tr., . 5, that the germen
below
or
above
the flower was undetermined in his order Aspho
growing
delen. I overlooked theword by which he indicated it, from its being mis
placed, on comparing the definition with that of a cognate order.
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smaller being from a more arid situation, and that it flowers
earlier on account of the colder climate in which it dwells;
meaning, I suppose, where the autumnal rains are earlier.
There seems to be a disposition to accept this as sound reasoning;
but what does he mean? I believe neither he nor those who
would accept it know exactly what they assume. Does he fancy
that the small forms are peculiar to dry and cold situations? I
can assert that the fact is not so. I have found one of the very
largest (which I propose to call C. pulchrum) on a high moun
tain in Ceplialonia, very near to the small C. Bertolonicum and
other diminutive kinds, and I have found small kinds not much
above the sea level in Corfu. Does he mean that the small
sorts, in which he sees some affinity to C. automnale, will acquire
the stature and proportions of C. autumnale when removed into
the soil and climate in which it
found? The fact is not so;
the small forms remain unchanged in cultivation. Does he
fancy that the mean temperature of the southern hills, on which
the small forms are found,
colder than the meadows of York
shire, in which the larger autumnale grows? The reverse is the
cam. Upon what principle then it asserted that some forms,
permanently very different, are of one individual species, and
others in the same genus of several species, because they differ
in having the margins of the leaf more or less parallel, or the
stigmas straight or bent, and so forth? There is nothing rational
in this; and yet the whole science of botany lies under that
cloud. The true fact is, that Colchicum is one created type;
that it has branched in bygone ages into various forms, through
various circumstances of climate, soil, subsoil, and altitude, and
the altered features have become durable. In the sub-division
of this genus or kind into existing species or permanent forms,
the botanist has to consider, and guess as well as he can by
analogy, what are the features which will prove permanent when
the species is multiplied by seed in different situations. Culti
vation will bring his specific divisions to the test, in the same
manner that cross-breeding is the test of the genera or kinds.
No man can be a consummate botanist without some access to
horticulture, or at least some attention to its results.
The
greater number of botanical genera have been formed on the
view of dried specimens, in which the parts collapse and cannot
be truly discerned; consequently, I find scarcely a genus to
which I have occasion to refer, in which false facts are not
asserted, from the want of opportunity or industry to investigate
truly and compare its general form with all its occasional varia
tions. In the genus Colchicum, three sepals larger than the
three petals which they enclose, the alternate length and inser
tion of the filaments, and the thickness of their base, are, 1 be.
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f they should be found deficient
lieve, true generic features.
in any species, a thing which I do not much expect, it will be
one of the many instances in which a feature becomes obsolete
without affecting the general character of the type, as in the
section Azalea five of the stamens of the genus (Rhododendron)
are oftener deficient than present. Cross-breeding shows that
such a deficiency is not original, but an incident.
By true
generic features I mean features that belonged to the type of the
genus, whether that was the created type, or whether the genera
themselves had diverged from fewer created individuals; an in
quiry which would be superfluous and vain.
The facility with which the larger Rhododendrons intermix
with some sorts of Azalea is now well known, and it is quite
clear that Azalea is a condition of the same genus, in which half
the anthers are usually deficient (half in the perfect form being
of inferior power), and the leaves disposed to be deciduous,
although they are deciduous also in Rhod. Kamehaticum, Dahu
ricum, and one or more Chinese species. Some seedlings of the
yellow Pontic Azalea frequently produce seven, eight, or nine
anthers, and Indica with evergreen leaves has usually a fuller
complement, but is much more unwilling to cross with the ever
green Rhododendrons, showing clearly thereby that the feature
which had been assumed for the generic character, is even of lees
importance than some secret difference which we cannot discover
amongst the species. Az. (so called) squammata has ten stamens.
From Rhodora Canadensis impregnated by A. Pontica I obtained
a plant (A. Seymouri, Bot. Reg.) which would everywhere pass
muster as Azalea. It
therefore preposterous to look upon
Azalea and Rhodora as other than strongly marked and defective
sections of the genus Rhododendron. It was my original notion
that the cross-bred produce from such plants, if placed alone in
a soil and climate perfectly congenial to their fructification,
would perpetuate the cross-bred type. I am satisfied that in
many cases that would occur, but perhaps not where the diversity
as wide as between Azalea and Rhododendron. The crosses
between the Nepal, Pontic, and American Rhododendrons are
fertile, and doubtless would perpetuate themselves, though with
a good deal of sporting. I formerly mentioned that the result
from the impregnation of the shrubby Calceolaria integrifolia by
Calceolaria plantaginea, which is quite as humble and herbaceous
as a plantain, was remarkable, the whole produce having a
similar aspect, that of a very dwarf plant, with long serrated
leaves on very short stiff branches, the inflorescence being ex
actly intermediate between that of the two species. It appeared
at first to be sterile, but last year I obtained a pod from it, and
it has reproduced itself as perfectly as if it were a natural species
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from the mountains of Chili; set with the pollen of other
hybrids it has produced handsome varieties perfectly herbaceous.
The whole produce of the pod I have mentioned having been
similar to the parent plant, and quite distinct in appearance
from any other Calceolaria, there can be no doubt that, if they
were planted in a wild spot, of which the soil, circumstances,
and climate suited their growth and fructification, a new species,
according to the terms and acceptation of botanists, would have
been there established; and yet any person who cultivated Cal
ceolaria integrifolia by impregnating it with C. plantaginea
would obtain the like. We learn that most of the fine heath.
of South Africa are very local. Above thirty years ago I
announced that I had crossed E. vestit.a coccinea with jasmini.
flora (though Mr. Salisbury fkncied they were of two separate
of the seed-pods); and it is now
genera, on account of the
ascertained that Mr. Rollisson, of Tooting, raised E. jasminiflor
by mule impregnation between E. Aytoni and ampullacea, and
several others, of which no wild specimens have been found, and,
kept his secret until his death for the sake of profit. The genus
Erica not yielding its pollen till the anthers are forcibly touched,
and having the stigma therefore extremely likely to be hybridized
in a wild state, there seems reason to believe that the species
have been multiplied on the African wastes not merely by the
variation of soil and position, but still further by the intermixture
of the various forms which had so arisen. Such things occur
occasionally even between plants widely distinct. A single bulb
of Crinum submersum was found in a pool of water in Brazil in
company with plants of a variety of C. erubescens, one of which
had been impregnated by pollen of C. scabrum which grows on
woody hills, and of which the pollen must have been brought by
an insect or humming bird. I must not quit the mention of
Rhododendron without stating that the mules of the late Mr.
Smith of Norbiton by Azalea Sinensis were raised, as I know for
certain, from a white Rhododendron of the cross between R.
Ponticum and the white maximum, which abounds on the hills
of Jersey in the United States, being a distinct local plant, im
pregnated by Azalea Sinensis; and that it is erroneously stated
in the Ghent 'Flore des Serres' that they are crossed by Rh.
arboreum. I saw the mother plant when the seed-pods were still
green. Mr. Smith crossed R. arboreum with Dauricum semper.
virens, but I could not prevail upon him to sell the plants, or
house them, and they all died young from frost and neglect.
My own Rh. Aprilis was raised from a Pontic Rhododendron by
Dauricum sempervirens, and has made no seed.
Let us now take a view of the circumstances attending the
genus Gladiolus. With the exception of the few species o
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which the lower lip is abbreviated, on which account those were
erroneously formed into a separate genus Anisanthus by Sweet,
they are pretty uniform in the shape of the flower, with much
diversity of size, colour, foliage, stature, and even seed, which
last feature induced Sweet to build up another false genus Sphm
rospora. Forty years ago I first crossed the large and brilliant
scarlet and white Gladiolus cardinalis with the smaller, but more
freely flowering, G. blandus, which sports with white, purple,
and rose coloured flowers, and (under the name of carneus,
which was in truth rather a local variety of the same) of a
coppery flesh-colour. The result was a fertile breed of great
beauty, of which the prevailing colour was purplish roseate.
Crossed again with cardinalis it yielded florid plants, scarlet,
copper-coloured, rose-coloured, white, and purple with endless
variation. By a cross of the first mule and of cardinalis itself
with G. tristis, of which the flower is pale yellow with brown
specks, deeper tints and rich speckling were introduced, with a
difference in the foliage and seeds, the seed of G. tristis being
smaller and longer, its leaves rigid and quadrangular, the trans
verse section exhibiting a cross. The seeds of cardinalis are
like those of blandus, but larger. There can scarcely be two
species more dissimilar than cardinalis and tristis in any genus
which has the form of the perianth uniform, the latter having
such remarkable leaves, narrow, rigid, and erect, a slender stem,
with night-smelling flowers, and the former very broad semi
recumbent glaucous foliage, and an inclined half-recumbent stem
with large scarlet and white blossom; yet the produce of these
intermixed is fertile, and where the third species blandus has
been also admitted into the union, it is fertile in the extreme
(incomparably more so than the pure G. cardinalis), and by
that triple cross the tall strong Gladiolus oppositiflorus of Ma
dagascar has also produced oflpring, which, though not disposed
at present to make seed freely, has produced some this year.
Again, the first of these mules was fertilized by G. hirsutus
(known at the Cape by the name roseus), a plant with flowers
straighter than usual in the genus, and strongly scented, the
leaves hairy and margined with red. That cross has not as yet
proved fertile. The same G. hirsutus was crossed by Mr. Bid
will at Sydney, where the Cape. bulbs thrive more freely than
here, with G. alatus (which Ecklon wished to turn of into a
genus Hebea), having hard rigidly ribbed leaves, a short stem,
and orange flowers. The cross-bred plants flowered here last
autumn, being intermediate in foliage and flower. The only
opportunity I have had of crossing G. alatus with the first-named
mules was defeated, notwithstanding much precaution, through
the introduction of pollen by the hmnblebees, which are dan-
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gerous ~lots to such experiments. The showy G. Natalensis
(called also Psittacinus) of the Natal country, which endures
more frost than any of the Southern Gladioli, though it suffers
much from July rains in many positions, has been freely crossed
by myself, by Mr. Belfield, by Mr. BidwiH, and by cultivators
on the Continent, with G. oppositiflorus, a Madagascar plant,
found perhaps also in Caifraria, and often called improperly in
the shops floribundus, an old name for a very different plant.
The cross named G. Gandavi (for the adjective name Ganda.
vensis to a garden cross is very objectionable) has been figured
in the beautiful Ghent periodical work of M. Van Houtte and
his fellow-labourers in botanic and horticultural science. It is
there stated most erroneously to have been raised between Nata
lensis and Cardinalis. It flowered at Ghent for the first time in
Europe, the soil and climate being much more congenial to
Gladioli there than at Spofforth and in the west of England,
but some of the seedlings raised in Devonshire and taken to
Sydney had flowered earlier. Abundance of beautiful seedlings
have been raised here and abroad between cardinalis and oppo
situilorus, and vice versâ, many of which have been sent over
from the Continent under the name G. ramosus, as if they were
plants of a natural species. Those from abroad have generally
perished soon here, the soil and climate being too damp, but my
own seedlings, probably the opposite cross, have a much stronger
constitution, more variety of colour, and have this season ripened
much seed. This statement might perhaps induce the reader to
think all the species easily convertible; but it is not so. If I am
asked why, I can only say, that the ways of God are not as our
ways, and are past finding out. The cross erroneously stated to
have been made between G. Natalensis and cardinalis, if not
absolutely impossible, is so difficult, that repeated attempts made
during successive years by myself, and by J. Trevor Alcock,
Esq., who interested himself in this matter, and probably by
many others, have all proved abortive; and no cross has been
effected, as r as I know, between G. Natalensis and any species
from the Cape territory, although both Natalensis and the Cape
species mix readily with the Madagascar plant. I am now
in whether the cross G. Gandavi, being Wf-blood, will
Utr ngle with the Cape species, and the result is not yet quite
certain. I lately set nine flowers of G. oppositiflorus with pollen
of G. hirsutus. Large pods were readily produced, but unex
pectedly they proved to contain only chaff and perishing kernels,
the fertilization having perhaps extended to the seed-vessel and
the outer coat of all the ovules, without having vivified them;
but I believe one frosty night in August caused the failure.
Five equally fine pods were produced at the same time on a
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scarlet I cardinali. mule. Few of their ovules were at all fertilized, and the greater part of those were chaff, but a few appa
rently good seeds were amongst them, which will probably
vegetate. G. Gandavi itself has ripened its seed three successive
years, and one from the first batch of its descendants is now in
flower. It preserves the cross-bred type, and might be accounted
a distinct species, if I did not know that it was raised from
oppositifiorus by pollen of Natalensis. It reverts, however, a
little towards the male parent, the purple stripes of the female
parent being less strongly marked than the original mules, and
the flower is scarcely as large or bright coloured, following the
course I have observed in other cases, that seedlings from a
cross-bred plant by its own pollen sometimes degenerate in the
size or brilliancy of their flowers.
We must next turn to the Gladioli of the northern hemi
sphere, there being, however, a plant of intermediate position,
G. ssquinoctialis, on the heights of Sierra Leone. The northern
Gladioli are all purplish, with a tendency to rose-colour, and in
a few cases to blue, excepting the whitish and the white vari
eties. They peremptorily refuse to breed with the Cape species;
and, although I will not say that the cross is impossible, I have
failed in so many attempts that I have abandoned them. But
although the northern species differ somewhat from those of the
Cape territory, and agree with G. Natalensis in a more direct
presentation of the flowers to the front from an erect stalk, there
are a great many different local forms of them, with a great
general similarity of aspect and intermediate forms, which almost
defeat the attempts to distinguish them specifically, but furnish,
with a similarity of flower, a strange diversity of seed-the
winged or foliaceous margin of the African species being con
spicuous in Byzantinus, communia, Boucheanus, and some
Others; totally disappearing in G. segetalis, Fischerianus, and
some others; curtailed in some varieties, and almost obsolete in
others, of G. communia. The gradual curtailment of that margin
in varieties of communia, as well as the close resemblance of
G. segetalis to them, shows that the separation of the latter as a
another strange circum
genus is preposterous. But there
stance connected with them, which tends to show how species
originate. G. Byzantinus
grow and increase greatly in
almost any soil or situation; G. segetalis is very apt to die at
Spofforth-.-I supposed it tender and fearful of wet. The white
Gladiolus commutatus of Bouché, communie albus of the Dutch,
but in truth a white G. segetum, always dies at Spofiorth-I
believe they perish because the soil, however good for barley, is
too light for them. Near Trieste and in Santa Maura G. sega
talle engrossed strong yellow ploughed land that lay fiat and
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wet, and was also pestered by Aristolochia cleinatitis; but G.
Illyricus is only found in meadows of alluvial soil subject to
inundation; and where I saw it in flower in May, near Trieste;
the sod was then three inches under water. Yet these three
species require nice discrimination to separate them. Their case
is somewhat like that of the wrens, Silvia sylvicola, trochilus,
rufa, loquax, and Temminckiana, which are only distinguished by
skilful persons, yet differ greatly in note, nest, and habits.
Although the northern Gladioli, which conform with cardinalis,
&c. as to their seed, will not breed with them, I believe, on the
contrary, that there is no obstacle to their breeding with their
European congeners that have round, unwinged seeds. In the
genus Schizanthus, retusus refuses to breed with pinnatus; though
they conform with each other in all respects except the size of
their seeds-a circumstance which is not an obstacle in Gladiolus,
but
so in Anomatheca, as I have already stated. I can sug
gest no direct solution for that mystery; but some difference of
constitution probably prevents the pollen from deriving what is
essential from the juices of the female plant. I should conceive
that G. Byzantinus and communia, which have seeds like the
African sorts, and are not particular as to position, are nearest
to the northern Gladiolus of the oldest days; that some of its
oflpring, having fallen into peculiar situations, have acquired
constitutional peculiarities, with some alterations of aspect and
structure, that have become fixed characters.
There are some classes of plants with great diversity of forms,
but so graduated as to render it almost impossible to subdivide
them satisfactorily into distinct genera and species. I find the
undescribed Colchicums from different localities varying so
much from each other generally, and yet so little fixed in their
own usual peculiarities, that all specific names for them seem
vain. Again, the difference which separates Colchicum from
Merendera, viz. a compact slender tube in the former, and in
the latter, instead of a tube, six long slender bases to the leaflets
of the limb, which are fhstened together by little hooks at the
mouth of the seeming tube, but easily separable, would appear
to furnish a good generic distinction; but the perfect agreement
of the two in habit and general appearance induces me to think
that they were united even in comparatively late periods of the
world, and I should expect to find them capable of intermixture,
and I shall take the first opportunity of making the experiment.
The Sisyrinchioid plants include a mass of individuals which it
is most difficult to class under distinct genera, but which are
very remote from each other in habits and appearance, and they
slide away through the Tigridialike plants towards the real Irises
and their near kin, in a manner that cannot be readily brought
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within the scope of regular systematic 'views. When we turn to
the multitudinous iridaceous plants of the Cape territory we
find no less difficulty, and the subdivisions are baffled by forms,
of which it is difficult to dispose consistently. Sweet's small
Orthrosanthus multiflorus was naturally remanded by Dr. Lindley
to the Sisyrinchiums, because its flower seemed to conform with
some which were not peculiarly allied to it; but no person can
look on Mr. Mangles's Orthrosanthus coeruleus, a plant of the
largest growth amongst those races, and another lovely species
introduced by him, which I call O. gracilis, and not at once
recognise the aspect of Orthrosanthus, the inflorescence being
borne on the axils of the flower-stems, instead of being simply
terminal, which is a feature of considerable importance, and
seems to indicate that the race is at least now distinct. We are
labouring, therefore, under great difficulty in assigning the just
demarcations to the genera or kinds; and it is evident that atten
tion to the cultivated forms and intermixture of plants is no less
essential to botanical knowledge than the inspection of wild
specimens. By that we are enabled to learn how far the off
spring of individuals can sport at the present day, and how far
those which seem to be distinct are capable of union; and by a
survey of the results it may perhaps become apparent at last
whether that union is in truth only a reunion of things that
have been severed in ancient times.
The genus Hymenocallis was mainly separated into species, as
Dr. Roxburgh had distinguished the East Indian forms of
Crinum, by the proportionate length of the tube and limb. That
answered tolerably well as a prevailing feature, while the known
forms were few, although we often found great difference in the
proportion of flowers on the saine umbel; but the species have
poured in upon us from so many localities, without certain indi
cations of their natural habitation, and so many mules, bred
accidentally as well as intentionally under cultivation, have been
mixed with them, that it becomes almost vain to attempt to
continue subdividing them further into species; and it can only
be said of each fresh variety, without the particulars of its habi
tation, that it is an Hymenocallis. I was able on the first sight
of two forms brought by Mr. Cuming from Manilla, though
new to me as to their peculiarities, to say that he had got
them from a garden where they had been probably introduced
on the removal of some governor and his family from Spanish
America to the East, because Hymenocallis
peculiar to the
western hemisphere; and he at once admitted the fact to be so.
The more deeply plants are investigated, the more will it be
felt that the establishment of kinds or genera, the discrimination
of their higher affinities, and the pursuit of specific diversities

is
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to their local habitations and associations, with research into the
causes that are in operation there, are the duties of the botanist;
but that the distinctions between species and variety are not
sufficiently substantial and positive for any scientific reliance to
be placed upon them, and that a dispute on such a distinction is
waste of words and battling with the air. The genus Hymeiio
callis, however, though sliding into variations almost indis
criminate, is perhaps one of the rases most deserving considera
tion of all that exist in the world. It is confined to the New
World (that is, to the American continent and the West Indian
islands), within a certain range from the equator; it rejoices in
wet, and in cultivation may be kept in pots immersed in water.
I have not found any one form of it object to immersion during
its season of growth. In the form of its flower it approximates,
especially through H. speciosa, which has the filaments shorter
and rather converging, to Pancratium of the Old World so
nearly that it is difficult to separate them very satisfactorily by
the inflorescence, though the stamens of the former have rough
pollen, and are longer and looser; those of the latter stiffer,
shorter, and conniving. But no Pancratium has been found
in a swamp; they abhor excess of wet, and one which it is diffi
cult to cultivate, P. tortuosum, mihi, grows in the sandy desert
of Arabia, near Gedda. Pancratium has shelly black seeds, and
Hynienocallis large fleshy green seeds, which have been usually
called albuminous, so that they stand in two widely distinct
sections of the order Amaryllidacem, separated by a feature
which in other orders has been admitted even amongst the in
superable limitation, of the order itself. Will Pancratium and
Hymenocallis now blend their offspring? I believe they will
not; and, if produced, I am persuaded that it will be sterile.
Were they created distinct from each other at the beginning?
I cannot compare their flowers, and presume to say that I think
they were. I will now state a fact which I had hoped to eluci
date further, but either I had not opportunities of repeating
the experiments, or other matters prevented me from availing
myself of them. At p. 211, Amar., I gave a detailed account
of the origin of four seedlings, called H. amoena var. lorata,
kortensis, from four weak discoloured seeds of H. amoena, which
had been deprived of its anthers and touched with the pollen of
another genus. That pollen was taken from P. Illyricum.
The lorate leaves, and the weakness and discolouration of the
seeds, at first made me think that a bigeneric cross was obtained;
but there was no increased hardiness of constitution, and no
difference in the inflorescence derived from the male parent. I
have, therefore, no reason to assert that P. Illyricum had had any
influence. Accidental admission of its own pollen, or of that of
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some other Hymenocallis in an impoverished and half-effetA state,
probably produced the variety. The four seedlings were pre
cisely similar to each other: they have not often flowered, and
have not borne seed, but they have been rather neglected. It is
desirable that further experiments should be tried on Hymenocallis
by pollen of P. Illyricum, and vice verth; but I do not think
they will blend, though I am a little less confident on that point
than I should have been some years ago. If these four seedlings
had been raised by the accidental access of pollen nearly effete
from some other Hymenocallis that had flowered lately in the
same house, their flower should have been modified. Is it pos
sible that a grain of its own pollen, nearly effete, had touched
the stigma, in spite of my precautions, and that its defect was
the cause of variety? If so, an important clue would be ob
tained. Is it possible that the pollen of the cognate genus Pan
cratium, without being able to fertilize the ovules, could help
the defective grain of its own kind to some ingredient in which
it was defective, and so obtain some influence over the produce,
without being actually its parent? If, as I believe, two grains
of pollen cannot act simultaneously in the same ovule, that could
not be; but it is a point open to inquiry, and upon which I
merely say, that where I have carefully mixed the pollen of
twelve species of Calceolaria, that of one only took effect, and
that I have not succeeded in any attempt to effect a double or
mixed fertilization at the same time.
In former publications I laid very great stress-and I now
believe too much stress-on the form of the fruit, for I think
that important part of vegetation is no less capable of modi
fication and change than other parts thereof. The extensive
genus Iris, with great general similarity of aspect, exhibits some
anomalous diversities. In Iris setosa, otherwise very like I.
Virginica, the conspicuous erect petals of the genus have dis
appeared, and given place to three slender bristles; in Iris
Sibirica, and the species closely connected with it, the solid
flower-stalk has become a fistulous pipe; in the Gladdon, the
outer and second coats of the seed, which in the fistulous sorts is
hollow, becomes filled with pulp, and the seed assumes the colour
and semblance of a ripe berry. The bulbous races have their
own peculiarities. Theory and experience lead me to think that
the whole of the extensive bearded race that occupies the Mediter
ranean formation and its skirts, creeping on as far as Nepal, from
the many very dwarf species to the large Germanica and pallida,
are easily convertible, and stand almost on the footing of local
varieties. I cannot blend them with the fistulous Siberian or
with the species belonging to the Virginian type. I think the
bearded Mediterranean, the fistuloua Siberian, the Virginian
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type, the Gladdon, the bulbous race, perhaps the American
vernal, the so-called genus Dietes, and some other portions
of Iris, to have been departures from the first created type,
which occurred in much older times than the more extended
diversification of species, and that we shall now find it difficult,
if possible, to pass those limite in cross-breeding; and such is
my view of the whole vegetable kingdom, though in some fami
lies it will be found more easy to confound the new forms and
revert to ancient associations than in others. In the genus Rosa
(though herein I speak from observation and not from experi
ence) there is probably no impediment, not even respecting R.
berberifolia, the singular link by which the rose is connected
with theCistus. In Rigidella, on the contrary, it is most difficult
to cross the two pendulous species, and I am not sure whether
I have at last succeeded in effecting it or not, though the plants
are very conformable, except that one flowers in the morning
and the other exactly takes its place in the afternoon. The
genus Felargonium, as well as Calceolaria, has furnished much
beauty to florists who have crossed ad infinitum the different
varieties first obtained by hybridizing. Pelargonium has been
subdivided into various genera, which have not been generally
adopted, because their limite are obscure and unsatisfactory;
and it is only by trying to cross them that we can find where
the positive impediments lie. It is impossible, as far as I have
seen, to cross the race to which the horseshoe scarlet belongs,
or that to which tricolor belongs, with those which the florist
has intermixed. With very little apparent structural difference,
there seems to be a secret insuperable bar; and I think they
were probably severed in a much earlier period of the world
than the kinds which will breed together. The first great step
for the florist in that race was the production of the plant called
Ignescens, by the intermixture of the family, to which betulinum,
Citriodorum, &c. belong, with a tuberous-rooted scarlet one,
breed with
that might however have been thought less
them than those which refuse to do so. The
likelCility of that
plant set wide the doors of innovation, but the stream is confined
within certain limits. Florists, however, have not availed them
selves of the further help they might have drawn from the
colours of the tuberons sorts that might be brought into action,
their aim being directed more to size and form than to variety;
but as the scarlet-colour has been drawn from a very small
flower to one as large as their rising-sun, so the blood-red of P.
sanguineum, as well as the black and the yellow of the tuberons
kinds, might probably be brought into like conspicuous mani
festation.
I am not aware that any difficulty has been found in crossing
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the various species of Fuchsia; but the natural forms of F.
virgata, gracilis, globosa, and discolor, appear to me so superior
to the mixed shapes produced by gardeners, that I have been
unwilling to deteriorate them by intermixture. In one Fuchsia
of a mixed race I was struck with the appearance of the green
colour of the fruit of F. fulgens, but more vivid, though in all
other respects it seemed to conform with those that bear red
berries. As the natural green fruit of Fuchsia is agreeable to
the taste, it is possible that a hardier green-fruited race may be
obtained with the same quality. The supposed sterility of mules
has very much deterred cultivators from trying how far plants
that bear palatable and wholesome fruit may be intermixed, and,
excepting Mr. Knight's experiments, very little has been done
in that branch. Our climate does not suit experiments, to ascer
tain whether the lemon, orange, shaddock, citron, and lime are
indefinitely convertible, and, if not, exactly what insurmountable
impediments occur; but I believe no one has even tried to
blend the very highly-flavoured Fragaria viridis with the larger
and more fruitful kinds, and gardeners adhere to the chance of
improved seedlings from the most approved individuals, though
they are aware that size, without flavour, is unsatisfactory. It
is remarkable that in some genera bearing eatable fruit the
crosses are usually fruitful, and in others not-a circumstance
which requires deep investigation.
The few mule Passifloras
raised seem indisposed to make seed, and still more to fill the
fruit, if formed, with succulent pulp; but it does not follow
that the case will be such with all. P. quadrangularis bears a
large, rich-flavoured fruit in a stove under peculiar treatment;
edulis, a better-flavoured fruit in a greenhouse; laurifolia and
malifhrmis very different fruit in a stove; a small species sent
to me by Mr. Maclean, from Chorillos above Lima, under the
name of suifruticosa, bears a delicious fruit of the size of a
gooseberry in a stove; P. alata, nearly akin to quadrangularis,
has a vile fruit; coerulea, no better; but it remains to be tried
whether no hardier species of passiflora will give a fertile, suc
culent, and well-tasted fruit by intermixture with the best,
tenderer kinds. In the genus Cactus it is so. Well-flavoured
mules are obtained at once from C. Ackermannianus, of which the
fruit is very bad, by crossing it with C. speciosissimus or Phyl
lanthoides. It is remarkable, that in the section Cereus the
mules are as fruitful, and have the fruit as juicy, as the natural
forms, however dissimilar. Nothing can be more unlike each
other in the same genus than the two species I have last named,
yet they breed willingly together, and the fruit of the mule
differs from that of either parent as much as the flower. I stated
(Amar. p. 345) that Lcould not see a single point in the generic
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character of Echinocactus to separate it from Cereus, and that
I expected them to be found able to intermix. I observe that it
was once proposed to take the stem as the distinctive generic
feature, unless it should be thought better to combine them in
one genus: To that I say, that, while species of Cereus disagree,
in that some of them have fleshy, angular, thorny stems, and
others flat, leaf-like, smooth stems, but are proved to be of one
genus, we have not sound grounds for separating Echinocactus
on account of such a feature; and I contend that the separation
is a question of fact, not of option and preference,' as if the
botanist were a commissioner to set out the fences for an enclo
sure of waste lands. I have very few Echinocacti, and have
had no opportunities of testing the point; but I requested Mr.
Beaton, a most intelligent gardener, when he had the care of
Mr. Harris's rich collection, to do so, and he very soon sent me
seed from the mule Cereus called Jenkinsoni by Echinocactus
Eyresii, but they were only outwardly perfect, and did not
germinate. If he had remained longer there, I think he would
have effected the union. Mr. Beaton produced the cross between
Ribes sanguineum and one of the yellow-flowering species, which
brings that genus to my recollection. The gooseberry and red
or white currant are held to be of one genus, but it has not
been found practicable to blend them, and probably it is not;
but it does not follow, because they will not breed together
directly, that they might not through some other species, as in
the genus Gladiolus G. cardinalis and Natalensis refuse to mix
with each other, but do freely with G. oppositiflorus. Since both
these crosses with Oppositiflorus make seed, I consider that, by
perseverance, the impracticable cross can be nearly forced, by
reducing both crosses one step further from the dissentient
parents, till the two crosses are found able to intermix, and then
crossing the produce upwards, step by step, with a greater ap
proximation to them. I am not aware that any attempt has been
made to cross the acid with the sweet currants, which might so
perhaps yield a new and pleasant fruit, and the attempt should
be made. It is very difficult to foresee which combinations,
when made, will produce a fruitful oflpring. The genus Nerine
strongly exemplifies that difficulty. It consists of two portions,
those with regular corolla and straight filaments and style, and
those which have them bent and the corolla distorted and in
clined. There is a cross section of the genus not tallying with
the above-mentioned distinctions, viz. those with centripetal
inflorescence, i.e., beginning to flower on the outside of the
umbel and flowering last in the centre, and those with centrifugal
inflorescence. The cross between N. curvifolia of the first
section and pulchelJa of the second is very fertile, both being
VOL. II.
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centripetal; that between N. curvifolia and undulata of the
second is absolutely sterile, because the latter differs in being
centrifugal. The mule, however, follows the male in being
centripetal, but is quite barren. A difference, therefore, which
had been overlooked by botanists till I observed it, seems to be
the outward mark of the impediment which makes the mule
unfruitful. Cross-breeding, therefore, shows that feature to be
more important than it had been thought.
The blending of colours amongst cross-bred planta is rather
capricious. The golden-flowered Swedish turnip crossed with
the yellow-flowering white turnip did not give an intermediate
shade of colour, but some plants with golden and some with
yellow flowers. The orange and the blue Anagalils gave a
pale, dull pink. The scarlet G. cardinalis with a white G.
blandus, and with the yellowish G. augustus and G. oppositi
florus, gave a purplish rose-colour. Rhododendron ponticuin
and Rhodora Canadensis by the yellow Azalea very much dis
carded colour, instead of taking an intense mixed hue. The
yellow and red-flowered Ribes, however, gave a dull rust-colour.
It generally requires two crosses from the scarlet to fix the
bright colour in the mule. G. Natalensis impresses its colour
much more strongly on G. oppositiflorus than G. cardinalia does,
being more nearly akin; whether from that cause or not I will
not presume to guess.
Hybrid Aistroemerias have been raised, but with difficulty,
and they seem delicate. I believe it was a mistake to suppose
Mr. Van Houtte's fine collection of many-coloured Aistroemerias
to be cross-bred. Poeppig had long ago informed us that A.
hoernantha sported in the Subandine meadows of Antuco with
every shade, from while to citron, orange, rose-colour, vermi
lion, and crimson; and I believe his plants to have been ob
tained by seed from that quarter, which I had long vainly tried
to obtain. I have raised a Bomarea between variabilis and
acutifolia, which seems to be fertile. I do not believe it would
be possible to cross a Bomarea with Alstroemeria. I think I
may venture to say that, as far as I have observed, the prevailing
disposition of cross-bred vegetables seems to assimilate more tq
the male than to the female parent, though the appearance may
possibly be sometimes the reverse, and often strictly intermediate;
but, as far as I have seen, if we obtain a cross between a hardy
and a tender species, the produce, where the male is hardy, will
be much more hardy than where the female is hardy and the
male tender. This is very important and very conspicuous in
cross-bred rhododendrons. I do not think it is so with animals,
where the cases seem analogous. Having bred many horses, I
have found mares that were roarers almost invariably produce
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roarérs, and very little, if any, evil occur from breeding by a
roaring home. Many years ago Mr. Mime, of the Fulham nur
sery, obtained three mules, which are well known, from Passiflora
racemôsa set with the pollen of coerulea. The produce did not
stove cultivation, like the f~le parent, but they have
Mre
nui generally sterile. From their first distribution to the pre
sent day they have grown in my cool conservatory, flowering
abundantly, but sterile, with this exception, that many years
ago one shrivelled, pulpiess fruit was formed and ripened, con
taining twelve good seeds, which vegetated. The flowers of all
were nearly similar to those of P. coerulea, the male. One of
them is growing in the same conservatory, with the flower, I

think, rather finer than that of the common coerulea, and it has
never borne fruit. The rest having been planted or left out of
doors at different times, have been killed by frost or neglect.
At the time when this dry fruit was ripened, there was a plant of
P. coerulea in another house in the garden, though disconnected,

and eighty or ninety feet distant. Therefore, either the flower
was fertilized by pollen of coerulea brought by an insect or by
accident, and two crosses by the pollen coerulea, made coerulea
itself from the ovary of the tender scarlet racemosa, or the mule
as fertilized by its own pollen, and the oftpring diverged to
the male type, throwing off the similitude of the female alto
gether. The natural coerulea did not fruit here while I pos
sessed it, and it dies when planted out at Spofîorth.
I have already stated the possibility of raising the poetic nar
cissii by two or three crosses from a daffodil, and I have also
shown that the Gladiolus crossed from G. oppositifiorus (which
breeds freely with the Cape species) by pollen of G. Natalensis
(which dill not), produces seedlings, one of which having
flowered, reverted a little towards the male type. Here then we
have the like fact. The Passifioras were produced by the pollen
of the mule, or by accidental access of the pollen of the male
parent. If by the former, these widely-separated species are
convertible, and a new form originates from their union; if by
the latter, the male type may be obtained by repeated crosses
from the ovary of a very different plant; and, whichever be the
case, the origin from one created kind is proved in that instance,
and, by implication, in all cases of similar difference. I believe
all the Cape species of Gladiolus to be convertible; I have found
no positive impediment. The rare G. abbreviates might be
almost made between G. cunonius and tristis; it has the curious
leaf of the latter, and a flower approaching to that of G. cunonius.
Mr. Plant's mule consists of the two, with the addition of G.
cardinalis. Perhaps I have forgotten to mention that Corbularia
will not breed with the other Narcissi. I have crossed the corn
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mon honeysuckle with hirsuta, lutea, and Fraser's scarlet; but
the berries of the latter were devoured by a robin. It is ad
visable, in such cases, to tie a cap of muslin over the bunch of
flowers, both to exclude pollen and ward off the robins and
blackcaps at a later period. I have had a whole umbel of ber
ries, supposed to be poisonous to man, of Hmmanthus multi
florus eaten in one morning by a friendly robin in the stove.
I mentioned in a former treatise a remarkable circumstance
concerning the purple hybrid laburnum, on a plant of which a
small branch with the habit and nearly the leaves and flowers of
the diminutive Cytises purpureus had sprouted and maintained
itself in the garden of my brother. The circumstances, which
afterwards came to my knowledge concerning that remarkable
plant, are still more extraordinary. In the garden of the late
Mr. Loudon, at Bayswater, upon a large shrub of the same
hybrid, one of the limbs resolved itself into its elements, diverg
ing into two branches, one of which had the small weeping
habit, leaves, and flowers of C. purpureus, the other nearly the
leaves and racemes of yellow flowers belonging to the common
laburnum ; and those two branches ripened good seed, while the
rest of the shrub producing the hybrid blossom was absolutely
sterile. The seeds borne by the smaller branch were less abun
dant, and had been lost; those on the yellow branch were
plentiful, and I raised many plants from the seeds, which were
kindly given to me by Mr. London. They returned nearly to
the form of the common laburnum, excepting that two of the
seedlings showed a little purple tinge on the green stalks, which
might, perhaps, have extended to the flowers, but they were lost
by neglect. In the same season the diminutive branch on my
brother's tree bore seed, and from it I raised plants, differing
very little from the usual C. purpureus. I have since learned
that in many places, where this mule has stood some years, the
like phenomenon has appeared. The history of the plant is,
that it was not raised from seed, but made its appearance in the
following remarkable way :-A number of stocks of laburnum
had been budded with C. purpureus in a French nursery-garden,
and the bud on one of them died; but the wood and bark in
serted lived, as frequently occurs in such cases. After some
time new eyes formed themselves, one of which produced this
hybrid, C. Adami. I suggested, in a communication to Mr.
Loudon, that it must have broken from the exact juncture, and
proceeded from a cell of cellular tissue formed by the union of
two cells, which had been cut through, and had grown into one,
and which, therefore, belonged to the two different plants, half
a cell of the tissue of C. purpureus having been spliced to half a
cell of C. laburnum. The necessary consequence would be that
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a bud formed from that compound cell would derive qualities
from both species, but qualities less fixed and innate than those
which are derived from generative union. This has been looked
upon as a speculation, but I consider it nearly amounting to a
certainty, because I think that the consequence is necessary, and
that the phenomena cannot be accounted for in any other man
ner; and nothing of the sort has occurred to any known mule
production, vegetable or animal. Since that time my brother's
shrub has put out many of the large-leaved yellow branches
and of the small branches, and they are fertile. It occurred to
me that it would be a confirmation of my view, if the reverted
branches of each kind should keep to opposite sides of the stem;
and on examination that proved to be decidedly the case.
Whether that circumstance occurs elsewhere or not, I do not
know; but it looks as if one side of the wood adopted the
character of one half of the original cell, and the opposite side
the other character. I think that clever gardeners might thus
obtain crosses between plants which will not intermix seminally.
The olive and privet might be tried with hope of success; for
the privet, when the olive is grafted upon it, is very persevering
in throwing shoots from the old wood. A long slice of privet
should be marched on the olive with a very sharp and clean cut of
both the woods, and then teized by rubbing off the buds, till it
breaks on the exact suture. Of course many failures must be
expected before a bud will be obtained from a compound cell;
but I think, with perseverance, it will be produced; perhaps
most easily by uniting half of two young stems of equal bulk
from just above the root upwards. Let us, however, pause
to reflect on this phenomenon, whatever be the mode of its
operation. Here we have not only two plants, so very dissimilar
as the almost arborescent yellow laburnum, and the weak, humble,
small-leaved, purple-flowered Cytisus purpureus, produced from
the seed of the same individual; but, if we strike cuttings
from the two varying branches, we have the individual plant
itself actually resolved into its elements, and those perfectly
separated. Can we for a moment hold, after contemplating
that fact, that the Almighty certainly created those two planta
distinct, and allowed them to become, from two individual kinds,
one; and from one be resolved again into two? Have we any
analogy in the vegetable or animal kingdom that can warrant
such an extraordinary doctrine? and is not the plain inference,
that they were one individual kind when they proceeded from
the Creator, and are so still, though diversified in appearance?
If two plants so dissimilar are admitted to have so diverged,
the like course of change must be attributed to other genera
also; for 1 cannot think it will be shown that those two are by
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any peculiarities entitled to form an exception from the general
law imposed upon vegetables. The only things that I know at
all analogous are these, that a layer from a striped carnation,
that has run to red, continues so; that a branch of the variable
Pompone variety of Camellia Japonica, that has run to red, con
tinues so also; that branches of the copper-coloured Austrian
briar occasionally revert to the usual yellow colour, and the
peach and the nectarine have been known to be produced on the
same tree from one source; but, in those ses there is no sup
posed diversity of kind, or even of species. The seminal variety
in the three former cases merely falls back to the more usual
colour; and in the latter, two different cultivated improvements
of the almond manifest themselves in the same plant. What
ever analogy they offer, confirms the view of the original identity
of laburnum and Cytisus purpureus. It must be remembered
that, if the smallest piece of bark be inserted into a different
stock, and lives, whatever bud shall break from its tissue, ex
hibits the qualities of the plant from which that piece of bark
was taken, without regard to the juices, root, or bark of the
stock. If it proceeds from the stock, it exhibits its qualities.; if.
exactly from the suture, how can it avoid exhibiting the joint
qualities?
I know not whether C. laburnum and purpureus can, be made
to intermix seminally. The very handsome Erythrina Bidwilli,
which flowered at Spofforth last August, having been sent tome
from Sydney by Mr Bidwill, and raised in that neighbourhood,
either by himself or by Mr. M'Leay, from E. Ilerbacea by.
pollen of E. cristagalil, is, Ï believe (unless Wiegmafs asserted
mules, between vetches and beans, were truly raised), the first
well-authenticated hybrid amongst papilionaceous or pea-shaped
flowers. Mr. Knight only blended varieties of the pea. The
papilionaceous forms are, however, so numerous, and the genera
are divided by such inconspicuous differences, that it might be
supposed that their intermixture would have been easy and fre
quent. Why they are of rare occurrence I know not, and have
not tried to cross them. In this case the union of the two plants.
is remarkable, because the former produces its spike of flowers
directly from the root, the, leaf-bearing stems being barren,
while the other parent is almost arborescent in a favourable
climate, and blossoms from the axils and ends of the leafy
branches, in which respect the mule follows it.' Wieginan
asserted that he had obtained fertile mules between the vetch
and the bean, by merely making the plants grow in, contact,
tying them together, and leaving the operation to the bees. I
mentioned formerly 'that there exists in England an obscure
plant, which is a strong handsome pink-flowered prehensile
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pea, and bears fruit that has the appearance and flavour of a
small bean. At the time I mentioned it, plants of the kind
were fruiting plentifully in my curate's garden. This is an
important fact in the consideration of our subject; for, if it is a
cross between a pea and a bean, being very fertile, it must prove
the singleness of their origin; if it is a variety of the pea having
acquired and perpetuated the fruit of a bean, it seems to give the
same result, that the two must have proceeded from one created
type. When the generic characters, as ultimately stated by
Endlicher, of Pisum, the pea, and Vicia, to which the bean
belongs, are carefully compared, it will appear that, except a
little prolongation and straighter position of the flower, which in
some other races would be immaterial, the only fixed feature of
difference is the asserted roundness of the seed in pea, and its
lateral compression in the vetch and bean, a feature which, if
the fact were undeniable, is insignificant in many other genera.
If the pea, vetch, and erect bean have sprung from one type,
and are convertible, to what result does that fact lead us? Can
we maintain a multiplicity of created roses, cistuses, potentillas,
cornflags, and irises in the face of that fact? Are we not forced
thereby to the points, which I urged above thirty years ago, that
the genera are the substantial divisions in botany; that the
asserted difference between the species and local varieties of
botanists has no firm basis; and that it is a matter deserving
grave consideration, whether even a multitude of established
genera are not variations from fewer original kinds, of which the
real limitation may be found in a higher position amongst tribes,
classes, or orders? And, if that point be established, as I
humbly think it must be in the vegetable kingdom, upon what
footing will the species and varieties of zoologists stand, when
the analogies between plants and animals are fully considered,
which it is not my province, and which I do not pretend to have
sufficient depth of knowledge, to investigate?
The Orchidaceous plants exhibit the most confusive diversi
ties. When it is made a question whether Maxillaria Warreana
and costata should not be removed into the genus Peristeria,
and whether Bifrenaria and Dicrypta should not merge in Max
iflaria, we seem to stand on very loose footing as to those genera,
though the doubt may be perfectly consistent with the most
And how should there not be
skilful botanic discernment.
such doubts, when we find the genus Catasetum produce at times,,
on the same stalk with its usual flowers, others that seemed,
according to analogy, to belong to a different genus? Cycnoches
Egertonianus produces at random forms of inflorescence almost
as difibrent, both in form and colour, from each other as those
of any two genera in the order.
Can we, in face of those
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phenomena, assert that no vegetable since the period before
the sun and moon gave it light, no bird or fish since the
Almighty called them forth from the salt mud, no creature of
the earth since it was evoked from the dust, can have departed
from its precise original structure and appearance? Let us be
more humble in our assumptions of scientific knowledge, less
bigoted and self-sufficient in our examination of revealed truth,
and let us give glory to the infinite and unfathomable power and
wisdom of God. I call it self-sufficient to hold that ancient
and obscure words can have no possible meaning, but that which
we have been in the habit of attributing to them inconsiderately.
It may be unacceptable to the botanist, who has been accustomed
to labour in his closet over dry specimens, and think he can lay
down precise rules for the separation of genera, and look with
complacency upon the scheme he has worked out, to find that
the humblest gardener may be able to refute him, and force him
to reconsider the arrangement he has made; but the fact is so.
The cultivator has the test of truth within his scope,Examenque improbum in istâ
Castigat trutita;
and, far from being an evil, I look upon it as a great advantage,
because it will lead the industrious and intelligent gardener to
take a higher view of the objects under his care, and to feel his
own connection with science, and it will force the scientific to
rely less on their own dictation, and to feel that they must be
by natural facts, and not by their own preference.
Fverned
,oss-breeding amongst Orchidaceous planta would perhaps lead
to very startling results; but unfortunately they are not easily
raised by seed. I have, however, raised Bletia, Cattleya, Orchis
(Herminium) monorchis, and Ophrys aranifera from seed; and
if I were not during the greater part of the year absent from
the place where my plants are deposited, I think I could succeed
in obtaining crosses in that order. I had well-formed pods last
spring of Orchis by pollen of Ophrys, as well as other species
of Orchis, which had been forced; and if I had remained on the
spot I think I should have obtained some cross-bred Orchidaceous
Seed. An intelligent gardener may do much for science by
attempts of this kind, if he keeps accurate notes of what he
attempts, and does not jump at immature conclusions.
It was not surprising that the late Mr. Haworth should have
told me many years ago that he did not thank me for my mules;
not that I had sent him any, but because he probably began to
have an indistinct misgiving that they were striking at the very
root of the minute divisions which it had been the favourite
labour of his life to establish, as definite and absolute. With
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accurate discrimination of individual specimens, and great industry in searching them out, his mind had not capacity even
to combine the seminal variations of particular species, and he
found the high-road on which he was travelling broken up by
a troop of unexpected thvaders. I mentioned long ago that I
had raised at Mitcham primrose, cowslip, oxlip, and dark poly
anthus, from the seed of one plaint highly manured without any
hybridization.
Concerning Petunia, and the genera allied to it, I have nothing
to add to the observations in my treatise on hybrid intermixtures,
Amaryl. p. 377-9, to which I beg to refer the reader. I have
no reason to alter any of the views expressed in those pages,
but I do not recollect that I pushed the experiments relating to
them any further.
In a treatise on this subject I must not forget Plant's vegetable
monster, of which I gave the particulars, with an engraving, at
the commencement of the miscellaneous matter in the 'Botanical
Register' of 1843. The sketches were made by myself with
the most careful accuracy, from the three plants which were
sent to me by Mr. Plant, in a dormant state, from which they
never awoke. They were, in fact, seemingly past hope, or
nearly so, when I received them, and began to turn mouldy as
soon as they were watered. I believe he lost at the same time
the fourth, which he kept for himself. Whoever will examine
the engraviùg, and read the particulars detailed there, can fOrm
as just an opinion as I can, whether he really had obtained four
anomalous monsters from Gladiolùs bland us, impregnated by an
Hippeastrum, or whether they were something else which he
had confounded with his supposed mule seedlings. They were
like no vegetable known to me, and their strange form has
certainly the appearance of fluctuation between the structure of
a dry-coated annual corm, and a fleshy tunicated bulb. Even
Mr. Plant thought they would prove incapable of flowering.
Theirleavès, which.I did not see, were stated to have been more
glossy than those of a Gladiolus; and they scarcely appear to
have been capable of a.prOtracted existence, unless under the
most unremitting care. He stated that they had sufFered from
neglect while. he was ill. I am inclined to believe that they
were biordinate and semiabortive mules; for I cannot absolutel
repudiate the possibility of monstrous impregnations, though
believe the produce to be doomed to a very brief existence, if
ever brought to life. P.S.-It appears from a communication lately received that I
have not made myself clearly understood in the first article re
specting the diversified features that have become fixed characters.
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in the human and other races. I consider that causes of change
must have been in.
operation in the first period after the
deluge, which subsided, and no longer produce such powerful
~to; and that it is probable (whatever those causes may have
been) that they were still more cogent in the periods which
preceded the creation of man; producing alterations of a much
stronger character than any which have since arisen. If I am
asked what those causes were, I cannot pretend to answer. But
I think the cooling of the body of the earth, with consequent
variations in the gases that emanated from, and were absorbed
in, and surrounded it, a very likely cause of variations in the
things that sprung therefrom. I imagine that at this moment
the relative temperature and moisture of the fibrous roots and of
the bulb or point of union between the root and shoot in vege
tables, and between the feet and the head in men and animals, is
of infinitely greater importance than'either cultivators or medical
practitioners have suspected. I am told that some persons who
devoutly hold that mankind sprang, as we are told, by genera
then, from one created pair, nevertheless think that the peculiar
aspect. of the various races of men was a judgment afterwards
miraculously stamped upon them by God, as their speech also;
was diversified to separate them at the dispersion; but, if that
be admitted. to the exclusion of natural causes,. we must hold
like judgments to have been inflicted upon dogs, of which the.
distinct races are quite as various, and their origin as much
Neither do such persons consider
enveloped in. obscurity.
rightly what s miracle is.. It is a thing arising contrary to the
usual and. apparent course of events, and shown either by pre
diction, or by the circumstances of the event, to have arisen for
a peculiar object; but it may have been produced by the unex
ampled or even unusual operation of natural causes, which we
cannot easily fathom,. working together by the Almighty will to
produce the marvel. The appearance of three suns in the heaven
by an extraordinary effect of refraction is swell-authenticated
fact, and it was a.great; marvel, but not a miracle; that of the
sun, continued after its hour of setting, whether caused by re
fraction or by some disturbing. power that deranged the usual
course of the earth's movement., was not merely a marvel, but,
a great, miracle, because it happened at. the prayer of.Jothua, for
the purpose of giving him light to overthrow those who were
striving against God's people. The driving back of the Red
Sea by a wind of unparalleled strength and continuance actin
upon an unusual ebb tide so as to lay bare a transverse sand-ban
was
itself a great marvel,.but occurring at the precise moment
and place, of the arrival of. the Israelites, so as to let them pass,.
and, ceaaing exactly at the' fit. moment to destroy all. their pur-
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81J6r5, was a stupendous miracle. The plague of locusts, fell
last year on Zante, and the murram both of beasts and, potatoes
has fallen on our own land;, but w Egypt they were miraculous,
because specially invoked by God's prophet. The demonstration
of the na,tural means through, which the Almighty' worked a
miracle, which could have been performed by no slight of hand,
bpt by the power of Rim alone, increases (instead of diminish
ing) the force of the miracle, by strengthening its credibility,
and distinguishing it from the pretences of impostors; and its
force is infinitely, greater when those natural means, unsuspected
by the persons who witnessed and reported it, are brought to
light, by the progress of science in. confirmation of the. fact. I
assert, therefore, without hesitation, that, if the diversification of
the human races was intended with a view to effect their dis
persion, such a. miracle would, in all probability, have, been
effected by the operation of natural causes, and that the like
diversifioatio of other races proves that it was so
In the first part of this treatise I observe the following win
prints:-p. 6, latter for la,ter; p. 7, creeping for creeping
things; p. 19, in inconsistency for of inconsistency; and the
omission of the words 'and cruente' after' juncea' at the end of
the second paragraph. in p, 28.

effected,

XII.-Observations on the Propagation of Bunt (Uredo
Caries, D.C.) made with an especial reference to the Potato
Disease. By the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, M..., F.L.S.
(Communicated Jan. 18, 1847.)
ANOTHER year has brought with it a recurrence of the ravages
amongst potatoes, but has added little to our knowledge of the
cause of the disease. On the Continent, where it has in general
appeared under a milder form, little attention, comparatively, has
been paid to the subject, and at home, where unhappily we are,
suffering to such an alarming extent, while various causes have
been assigned in a more or less dogmatic spirit, and the at
mospheric theory seems very generally to have been abandoned,
and indeed could not have been maintained in the face of the
notorious difference between the cosmical. phenomena of the two
years, apart from all consideration, of the history of the disease,
the fungal theory. has met with more favour, though by no
means with universal credence.
Professor Liebman in Denmark, Mr. Moore of Giasnevin, Mr.
Queckett, Mr. Graham, and, several excellent observers, in the
'Gardener's Chronicle,' have more or less decidedly recurred to
the notion that the disease is dependent on. the, influence of

